
Anushka Garg 
Computer Science Graduate 
A passionate individual with a keen interest in Software Development. Seeking opportunities to leverage my skills and experiences to
contribute to a dynamic and innovative organization. 

anushkagarg0811@gmail.com Bangalore, India 

anushkaagarg.netlify.app/ linkedin.com/in/anushkagarg08 

twitter.com/AnushkaGarg0 github.com/anushkagarg5653 

EDUCATION 

B.Tech in Computer Science 
SRM Institute of Science and Technology 
2019 - 2023,  with cumulative 9.10 cgpa 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Associate Software Developer 
MyCaptain 
12/2022 - Present,  

Collaborated with a senior mentor to revamp the MyCourse
page and Profile Page using NextJS, resulting in a modern and
user-friendly interface that was pushed to production for users
to interact with. 

Identified low mentee engagement in the course proposed a
solution called Clans, resulting in a 36% increase in
engagement. 

Contributed in new Onboarding flow and resolved various
bugs reported by testers, including multiple toast bugs, logout
issue, zoom redirection 

FrontEnd Intern 
Visit Health 
08/2022 - 09/2022,  

Developed an Annual Health Checkup (AHC) Dashboard that
provides employees with a choice of Basic, Silver, and Golden
health insurance policies. 

Technical Head 
Directorate of Alumni Affairs - SRM 
10/2020 - 05/2022,  

Collaborated with two team members to design and develop
the website for the Directorate. 

Mentored and guided over 20 sophomores for a period of two
years to improve their programming skills 

Organized and facilitated various webinars and workshops to
promote relationships between students and alumni. 

SKILLS 

ReactJS NextJS Tailwind GraphQL 

JavaScript C/C++ HTML CSS 

PROJECTS 
My-Courses 

Revamped MyCourse Page from Angular to Nextjs 

User can schedule, edit, and reschedule courses 

Utilized GraphQL mutations to send and update course schedule
changes, ensuring seamless communication between the frontend
and backend. 

StudyNotion 
A web application using ReactJS, aimed at providing a comprehensive
study management platform 

Implemented the login/signup functionality, ensuring secure user
authentication and registration processes. 

DevDetective   
Developed a web application that allows users to view detailed
information about any GitHub user's profile 

Users can enter the GitHub username of any user, and DevDetective
will display their name, repositories, followers, following, bio,
location, and other social links. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
National Level Business Plan Worktop1.0 
Secured 2nd position. Developed a working prototype of commercially
viable smart mirror using raspberry pi. 

HackYuva Hackathon 
Secured 8th Position. Created a Website which would help students to
make a right decison in choosing their subjects for higher education 

Seminar 
Conducted a seminar for second year cse and ece students on Machine
Learning 

CERTIFICATES 
React Certification Training - Udemy 
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